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A collection of the artists, models, and nobility who fled the Russian revolution and influenced the

world of fashion.
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This book covers the now vanished world of Russian exiles from the Revolution till the 1950-60's. It

covers such areas as the influence of the Ballets Russies in Paris prior to the revolution, the clothes

the exiles bought with themselves, and the importance of the Kokoshnik to Russian fashion

design.We are also given the history of the now vanished Russian Ã©migrÃ© communities in

Constantinople in Turkey, Berlin in Germany and Harbin in China, with a smaller amount of

discussion of the communities in Paris and London.London and Paris mostly get discussed in

context with fashion, as many Ã©migrÃ©s, both noble and poor made a living in the various parts of

the fashion industry in exile. There is a whole chapter devoted to the house of Kitmr with its

exquisite embroideries and beading, which was run by Grand Duchess Marie Pavlovna the younger

in the 1920's.The author has also unearthed other Russian Ã©migrÃ© fashion houses which were

well known and respected in the 1920's but are mostly forgotten now, houses such as Anely, Mode,

Paul Caret, Tao, Yteb and Irfe which was run by the Youssoupoff family.The majority of the book

concentrates on fashion, but there is also discussion of the theatre, cafe's and other craft oriented

activities which the Russian communities produced, especially in the 1920's. Many years of

painstaking research as been conducted by the author to reconstruct this lost world. The book is full

of black and white photos, which I imagine would not have been easy to find. However, if you are



looking for nice colour photos of Russian costume, you will not find it here, but if you are trying to

find something out on the background on Ã©migrÃ© communities or the Russian fashion industry in

the 1920's this book will be the standard work for many years to come.

I loved Beauty in Exile. A friend told me about it. I was researching my aunt, who was a model in

Paris. I discovered her world through the information this book contains. I had no idea to what extent

fashion was dominated by Russian emigres in the 20s and 30s. I knew they were seamstresses and

models, but had no idea they started fashion houses as well. Anyone interested in the history of

fashion should own Beauty in Exile. The photos are sensational. I bring the book out to show friends

who come over. I tell them to get their own, rather than borrow it. This book is too precious to risk

lending. I might not get it back!

I found my high school history courses boring as the teachers gave us a rough outline laced with

"politically correct", unwanted worship of the then formation of the United Nations; though the term

"politically correct" hadn't been formulated yet, the concept was buried in the heart of history

teachers of the time, Im sure. Since then I've found history compellingly interesting and this book is

a prime example as it tells us what happened to the Russian intelligentia some of whom fled for their

lives, often leaving vast fortunes behind and surviving on their wits alone. A lot of the book is

devoted to the Russian fashion designers whereas my interest had been spurred on by the

possibility of reading more about "Lud", a fashion model who made it out of Russia and ended up

posing for the American industry and specifically for the photographer, Horst. It's Lud that appears

on the dust cover. A few more models were covered; but I was a bit misled by the title, there isn't

enough "beauty" in this book. In spite of this, it's still a "Keeper".

I thought there would be more value in this book than what there was. I would not recommend at

that price.

An appraisal of European culture from an old maid somewhere in Western Kentucky knits a

ludicrously inappropriate Horatio Algerish review to satisfy her puritan work ethos, that went out of

date with the blue collar culture of 50's America, Honeymooners, Flintstones etc. She could be Pat

Buchanans speech writer.
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